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Abstract
Personalization of products is a popular aspect in various application domains, including videos. Enabling users to consume
personalized learning videos that include only individually relevant content has the potential to deliver additional benefits
in e-learning, for example, by making learning more efficient. In this paper, we present a practical approach to define
configurable videos based on feature models, as well as an integrated solution to derive personalized videos by respecting
given constraints. Additionally, the possibility to extend the configuration with interactive video elements is described to
enable an improved user experience.
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1. Introduction
Configuration of software, services, and products fulfill-
ing individual needs has been a popular topic of research
in recent years [1, 2]. Feature models [3] have thereby
proven to be an excellent approach to solving those chal-
lenges in a variety of domains [4], including videos [5].
The possibility to create personalized videos offers huge
potential, especially in the domains of knowledge trans-
fer and e-learning where videos are consumed to increase
know-how or study new topics.
A challenge in this area is the availability of differ-

ent learning videos on video platforms, for example,
YouTube1, covering various topics, explained to con-
sumers with individual pre-knowledge. The large variety
of options and poor possibilities to determine if videos
are relevant before consumption make it complicated
for users to find adequate videos [6]. Effective learning
videos have the characteristics to include all relevant in-
formation for a user to understand and follow the video.
At the same time, they reduce learning time by excluding
unrelated or already known information [5].

The usage of natural language queries to retrieve video
summaries [7], and more recently the integration of chat-
bots to query and interact with videos2, have been pub-
lished as a possibility to support users. While those ap-
proaches work well if users are able to specify what they
are searching for, a knowledge-based configuration of
videos [5] has been presented as a possibility to mitigate
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this weakness, by giving the user more assistance. User
requirements are collected and used in a Constraint Satis-
faction Problem (CSP) to determine a video fulfilling the
user requirements.

Based on the findings in [5], we demonstrate a flexible
and reusable approach to define configurable videos, and
show an example instantiation that provides a personal-
ized video using the Choco solver3.

Previous work in the synthetic creation of videos has
applied video processing techniques to change the visual
content to generate artwork variants using variability
management techniques [8], and to generate multiple
video variants for algorithm test samples [9, 10, 11]. In
our approach, we preserve the video content of existing
videos and parts of videos while enhancing user experi-
ence by transforming it into a well-organized structure.
This extends the work of an online video generator tak-
ing an initial selection of video clips as seed to create
variants of humorous video segments [12], by applying
it in the domain of learning videos with additional user
requirements and more complex constraints.

The major contributions of the paper are the following.
We extend our previous work on the problem definition
of configurable videos [5], by demonstrating a practi-
cal implementation. A reusable and adaptable approach
to defining the structure of configurable videos using
feature model technologies is presented, including the
integration of a solver to generate personalized videos
with respect to specified user requirements. Furthermore,
we explain how the solution can be extended to integrate
decision points with interactive video elements [13] for
an improved individual user experience.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Our approach to specifying a configurable video is ex-
plained in Section 2. In Section 3, we present an example
configuration with specified user requirements and the
resulting video. In Section 4, the reusability and limita-

3https://choco-solver.org
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Figure 1: Feature model of an example configurable video about the transformer model.

tion of this approach are discussed. Finally, open research
issues are discussed in Section 5 before the paper is con-
cluded with Section 6.

2. Specification of Configurable
Videos

Developing feature models is a complex task for persons
not experienced with the notation and technologies. In
order to ease the problem definition, we enable users
to define the structure of configurable videos using the
JSON notation provided in [14]. The JSON format is
heavily used in different applications, and many software
developers have experience with it. For this reason, we
expect that it will ease the future implementation of a
GUI-based editor for configurable videos, such that they
can be configured by everyday users.

Within this paper, we use the configuration of a learn-
ing video explaining the transformer model in machine
learning [15] as a running example. A transformer model
is a type of deep learning architecture designed to pro-
cess sequential data, such as text or speech, by leveraging
self-attention mechanisms. It is a popular and powerful
model for a variety of natural language processing (NLP)
applications, including, machine translation, language
understanding, and text generation.

For our example, we use videos from the Hugging Face
tutorial on NLP4 hosted on YouTube. Using those tutorial
videos, we designed a configurable video with the struc-
ture presented as feature model [3] in Figure 1. Leaves
of the model refer to single video segments and parent
features define the category. Video segments are inter-
preted as the property values of the configured video.
Following the structure, we see that each video includes
at least an explanation of the individual components of
the transformer model (encoder and decoder ), followed

4https://huggingface.co/learn/nlp-course

by an explanation of the overall model. Examples of each
part can be included optionally, as well as a digression
on the carbon footprint of transformer models.
Using the formatting described in [14] the feature

model can be described in a JSON format using a straight-
forward approach. The nested JSON structure enables the
user to define the model following a top-down approach,
where for each node, an id, the type (mandatory, optional,
root), child nodes as well as sibling-relation (alternative,
or) can be defined. Furthermore, exclusions and required
properties can be specified using their id. Following the
algorithms described in [14], the JSON structure can be
translated into a valid feature model. In Figure 2, a part
of the configuration is shown as an example.

In addition to this generic approach to describing the
structure of the configurable video, information on the
included video segments is required. More specifically,
an URL where the video is available is needed. Addition-
ally, the duration of the segments in seconds is required
to define constraints for the overall duration of the gen-
erated video. This is also defined using a JSON structure,
where each key references an id of the model described
as JSON. An example is shown in Figure 3.

The definition of the configured video is then used to
instantiate a model for the CSP. We used PyCSP35 for
this purpose, which is a Python framework, to describe
models for CSPs in a declarative manner. It includes the
possibility to choose between the solver of ACE (AbsCon
Essence)6 and Choco. The generic code to use provided
JSON files for the instantiation of the configurable video,
as well as the complete example, are available in our
repository7.
Besides the description of a configurable video, user

requirements need to be collected in order to personal-
ize the video. While different possibilities, including the
assessment of pre-knowledge, are possible, we restrict

5http://pycsp.org
6https://github.com/xcsp3team/ace
7https://github.com/slubos/specifying-configurable-videos



{
”id”:”TransformerVideo”,
”type”:”root”,
”parent”:””,
”relation”:””,
”requires”:[],
”excludes”:[],
”children”:[

{
”id”:”Encoder”,
”type”:”mandatory”,
”parent”:”TransformerVideo”,
”relation”:””,
”requires”:[],
”excludes”:[],
”children”:[

{
”id”:”EncoderExplanation”,
”type”:”mandatory”,
”parent”:”Encoder”,
”relation”:””,
”requires”:[],
”excludes”:[],
”children”:[

{
”id”:”EncoderExplanationShort”,
”type”:”optional”,
”parent”:”EncoderExplanation”,
”relation”:”alternative”,
”requires”:[],
”excludes”:[],
”children”:[]

},
...

]
},
...

]
},
...

]
}

Figure 2: A part of the JSON definition of the configuration
aspects for the example video on transformer models.

those to the maximum video duration for our example,
assuming that the video is suitable for a beginner level.
Especially in preparation for exams, students often fol-
low the utility maximization problem [16], and try to
learn as much as possible in a limited amount of time. To
capture this requirement, the maximum acceptable video
duration of a user is collected and translated to a maxi-
mum duration constraint. The duration is determined by
summing the duration of each included video segment.

The personalized video is then generated following the
configuration task described in [5], consisting of a feature

{
”EncoderExplanationShort”: {

”url”: ”https://youtu.be/H39Z...”,
”duration”: 45

},
”EncoderExplanationLong”: {

”url”: ”https://youtu.be/MUqN...”,
”duration”: 141

},
...

}

Figure 3: A part of the JSON definition of video sources for
the example video on transformer models.

model and a defined set of user requirements [17]. The
solution of this task is a configuration, i.e., an assignment
of variables in the CSP, such that the constraints of the
model and user requirements are fulfilled [5].

In our presented approach, the variables 𝑉 state which
of the individual video segments are included in the
configured video. The respective variable domain is
{true, false}, describing the inclusion or exclusion of a
video segment. Nodes of the feature model described in
the JSON file are defined as variables. Furthermore, for
all video segments, a variable describing the duration
is defined within the domain {0, videoduration}, where
videoduration is the length of the video in seconds de-
fined in the JSON file. Using a constraint, the value of
this variable is restricted to 0 or the defined videoduration
depending on the inclusion of the segment in the con-
figured video. Further knowledge base constraints are
directly derived from the featuremodel described as JSON
file, following the algorithms described in [14].

3. Video Configuration Results
A configured video can be interpreted as a simple playlist,
i.e., the included video segments will be played in an or-
dered fashion. Table 1 shows an example of the minimal
and maximal video configuration in terms of video du-
ration of the transformer model example. Depending
on the maximum acceptable video duration of the user,
different video segments are included or excluded.

Since multiple versions can be the result of a configu-
ration task, the user has the choice to select one of the
options. Considering, for example, 250𝑠 as the maximum
acceptable duration, 15 configurations have been found.
To enable the choice, the total duration could be shown,
such that the user can select if they want to use most
of their available time or not. Alternatively, a further
explanation alternative might describe the content in
a contrastive way, for example, video A contains more
detailed explanations, while video B has more examples.



Transformer Video
Encoder Decoder Transformer Carbon

Foot-
print

Explanation Example Explanation Example Explanation ExampleShort Long Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Short Long Short Long
Min.
Config X X X

Max.
Config X X X X X X X X

Table 1
The examples demonstrate the minimal and maximal video configurations in terms of video duration for the transformers
model example. An X indicates that the respective video segment is part of the configuration.

Amore advanced solution is based on interactive videos
which offer an extension to classical videos by offering
several interactivity features [13]. This approach is used
to enable the user during the video consumption if parts
of the video should be included, as long as they still fulfill
the duration requirement. In terms of alternative videos,
this means a choice is presented which path is followed.
After each choice, the selection is included as a constraint,
and new paths are configured on the fly. For ”or” video
segments, the user can have the option to choose one or
both. In the case of optional segments, the user is asked
if they want to watch it.

Figure 4 sketches the possible path flow including the
decision points for the transformer video example de-
scribed with the feature model in Figure 1, given the
example requirement of 250𝑠 as the maximum accept-
able duration. Decision points in the workflow diagram
are shown with the diamond symbol. For an interac-
tive video, this can be implemented as a question, with
choices shown by the outgoing arrows, labeled with their
description. The rectangle with rounded corners indi-
cates which video is played. A circle indicates the start,
while a double-edged circle represents the end.

Each time a user takes a decision, the value is added
as a constraint to the CSP, such that the remaining paths
and options are computed dynamically while the user is
consuming the video.

4. Discussion
This paper presents a reusable approach for creating con-
figurable videos adaptable to any topic. It requires the
availability of manually structured videos by the creator,
and the specification of video sources must be updated ac-
cordingly (see Figure 3). While YouTube videoswere used
as an example, any video source could be utilized. The
video creator is responsible for adapting the model for the
configurable video to represent their desired structure
and constraints (see Figure 2). This approach is versatile
and can represent any video structure, also including
more videos and constraints. We expect the approach to
scale well for more complex videos, as the constraints are

rather simple and the number of variables is manageable.
Yet, we leave this experiment open for future work.

To simplify the process of specifying configurable
videos, a GUI-based editor could be used instead of re-
lying on the video creator’s knowledge of JSON files
and feature models. The editor would allow the user
to add videos by pasting links, then organize them into
categories using a drag-and-drop approach. Constraints
within categories could be specified using different group
types, indicating whether they are alternatives or mul-
tiple options to include. Additionally, the video creator
could designate videos as mandatory or optional. Cross-
tree constraints could be added additionally to specify the
requirement of videos from other categories. We expect
this user-friendly approach to be easily understandable,
eliminating the need for understanding feature models.
The translation of the GUI input to JSON is handled by
the application.

5. Open Issues for Future Work
One topic for future work is the implementation of the
interactive video approach described in this paper. Frame-
works for this purpose, e.g., FrameTrail8 or H5P9, offer
the possibility to define the interactive elements and use
them for playout. As we expect that this kind of video
consumption improves learning effectiveness, conduct-
ing a user study to examine this assumption is planned.
A between-subject study could be conducted, where one
group uses interactive videos, while the other views
the complete video without interaction. Questionnaires
about the video topic immediately after the video and
after a few weeks could be used to analyze the short-
and long-term learning effectiveness of the interactive
approach.

Further topics include the support of users in the defi-
nition of configurable videos. While our approach offers
the possibility to describe the structure of those, it is still
a lot of manual annotation work to describe the video,

8https://frametrail.org
9https://h5p.org/



Figure 4: Possible paths of the configured video example with
interactive elements. Diamonds indicate decisions users take
during video consumption, while rectangles resemble played
video segments. Not all paths are shown for simplicity.

for this purpose, options to automatize parts of this work
should be considered. This includes the automated in-
dexing of video content to ease recognition of what is
included [18, 19], as well as their semantic segmenta-
tion defining the individual video segments that can be
included ([20, 21]). Also, the possible inclusion of recom-
mendation technologies [22, 23] to support the definition
of those videos, e.g., by recommending which options
could further be included.
Finally, the inclusion of diagnoses [24, 25] should be

considered to relax situations where no solution can be
found for given user requirements. Those can help to
find a configuration that takes into account as much as
possible of the original user requirements.

6. Conclusions
With this paper, we present an initial implementation to
define and generate personalized videos using feature
models. Using an easy-to-use JSON notation, a solution
was presented that is able to add additional benefit to
knowledge transfer with videos by reusing already ex-
isting material. Following a practical example learning
video, we showed how the approach can be used, and fur-
ther extended to enable its usage with interactive videos,
which is part of our future work.
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